**Late Night Trivia**

March 10, 2011 7PM to 11PM
http://go.carleton.edu/LNT/

**REGISTRATION:**
You can play alone or with your friends, with your floor or with forty people. However, you must register your team. To do so, call x5622 between 6:00pm and 7:00pm on March 10. We will need a team name and a phone number where your team can be reached. One you give us these things, we will give you a team number. When answering a question or completing an action trivia, if you fail to give your team number, then the Late Night Trivia gods will laugh uproariously and award no points. You can also register on the LNT website beforehand, but make sure that you don’t register twice! If you have registered online beforehand, please call in during this time to receive your team number, which is crucial for you to get points!

**RULES:**
Listen to KRLX (88.1FM). The goal is to amass points by doing the following...

**Questions and Songs:** The radio will emit forty of these during the night. The LNT DJs will ask a question and then play a song. Call x4127 as soon as the music starts. Try to provide the question's answer, song's name, and/or song's artist. Keep trying you will have until the end of the song to get any or all of these. You do not need all three answers – no penalties for wrong answers.

_A Special Note About Songs:_ While the Gods have no way to control how you choose to identify and discover the songs that we play, in the spirit of LNT, we encourage you to partake in the thrill of the hunt and work actively with your own knowledge and with the tools that can aid that knowledge instead of letting some device or program steal the fun from you.

**Medleys:** There will be four medleys – one per hour. Medleys consist of segments of music, spoken word, or whatever The Gods have made up. If you think you can provide the information requested, call x5622. Do not call x4127. You will have one hour to answer each medley. The Gods may be willing to give clues, but not necessarily correct ones. We will accept complete answers only.

**Action Trivia:** There will be four action trivia scattered throughout the evening. Your team will have 30 minutes for a representative to complete the tasks required by The Gods. Past action trivia have included: Twinkies and sit-ups, nose-painting a map of Northfield, and a tandem Kool-Aid dash. Who knows what The Gods have dreamed up this year!?!?

**The Stumper:** The prime rib of Late Night Trivia. As the evening progresses, six clues will be released for The Stumper. There is only one answer and it is a specific word. If any member of your team might know The Stumper, call x5622. Do not call x4127. You can try as often as you wish, but only with answers that you think are correct, and only one at a time.

**PRIZES:**
One might say there is a “cornucopia of prizes”. Others might say there is a “plethora.” Still others prefer “prizes out the wazoo.” You get a prize pack for every question that your team is the first to answer correctly. These prizes range from: a one-night stay at the AmericInn, $10 to Tacoasis, and other assorted goodies. But the biggest prize of all is the street cred you will get when you win it all. Sign the LNT trophy and forever be a part of history...

_Late Night Trivia Comes but Once a Year.... May the Strongest Team Survive_